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NICOLA & C H R IS F R A SER

Critters
DISTILLERY

What started as an enthusiastic love of vodka for Nicola and Chris,
progressively grew into an artisan business of handcrafted spirits. Critters
Distillery is the newest kid on the block, offering quality vodka right here in
our region and takes this ancient spirit and distilling to the next level.

H

i Nicola. You and your
husband have very
recently founded Critters
and ventured into the
world of craft spirits here
on the Coffs Coast, and
I believe we're going to be seeing a lot
more from you guys very soon. Please tell
us about yourself, your family and your
connection to our region.
Chris and I have lived in this area for over
10 years. Our background is within the civil
construction industry, where we also manage
our second business, Lee Contracting,
which provides environmental management
and project management support to large
scale infrastructure projects and small local
developments.
The coast life is what brought Chris and
I together, completing an Honours Degree
in Fisheries Management and Bachelor in
Coastal Engineering; we met at Southern
Cross University in Lismore, NSW and became
hooked (pardon the pun) on how much this
region had to offer.
When we are not distilling, you can find us
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free diving in the Solitary Islands Marine Park,
riding our motorbikes, camping, or keeping up
with our two young boys
(nine and six) at nippers
at the Woolgoolga Surf
Life Saving Club.
We enjoy what we
Critters Distillery is a
do, and we hope
manifestation of your
that shines through in
passion, vision and
every aspect of Critters,
and hard work.
hard work. Where
from
the
design
to
the
Weekends are spent in
did that dream begin,
ingredients,
right
the distillery, and often
and how have you
late nights, but when
through to the
progressed to where it
you enjoy what you
packaging.
is now?
do, it doesn’t seem like
The concept of the
work at all.
distillery started from
In the short time
a passion to produce
we
have
been
operating,
we have met some
hand-made spirits. It started as a hobby and
amazing
people.
Everyone
has a story, and
has progressively grown, largely because the
that’s
what
makes
the
Critters
journey that you
quality of the product is so good.
see
today.
We enjoy what we do, and we hope that
Tell us about your distillery, the process of
shines through in every aspect of Critters, from
crafting, and what makes you unique.
the design to the ingredients, right through to
We chose flavour and quality over speedy
the packaging.
production,
so we ferment and produce our
Like anything, the more you put in, the more
alcohol
on
site.
We believe that whilst this
you get out, which requires a lot of dedication

process can be slower, it yields better results
and uniqueness in quality.
Before each batch is transferred into our still,
we filter out any remaining yeast and sediment
through a five-micron filter and begin the first
"stripping run" to extract the alcohol.
Our still is an eight-plate column still, which
is capable of producing up to 96% alcohol
from each run. Each plate assists impurity
removal by recondensing the vapours in a bath
of alcohol. This process creates an extremely
pure product in a single run. During the final
run, our alcohol is separated into fractions
typically referred to as "heads", "hearts" and
"tails". We only select the purest heart fraction
for proofing, blending and
bottling.
Often spirits are filtered
There is such a
multiple times through
large range of
active carbon to further
Australian
made gin
remove impurities created
on
the
market,
so
during the distilling
we thought vodka
processes, but we do
not carbon filter our
deserves some of the
final product. Using our
limelight, given its
distilling process and
versatility and unique
chains and our waste
technique means our
characteristics.
management.
vodka does not need any
There are only a
further treatment before
limited number of
bottling.
hand-crafted vodka producers in Australia,
Our vodka can be classified as a whiskey
and we are the only operating artisan distillery
drinkers’ vodka.
within the immediate area.
We have chosen a contemporary and
Currently, your business is focused on
timeless decanter to complement the spirit,
creating the best possible vodka. Why
including a wooden stopper. Each bottle is
have you chosen this spirit specifically?
hand labelled in the distillery.
That’s easy - vodka is our spirit of choice!
All our ingredients are Australian. We
You will always find premium vodka on our
use a wheat base for our vodka and source
shelf at home.
it from Voyager Craft Malt in the Riverina
Vodka has been around for centuries. The
region in New South Wales. Voyager have a
spirit has such a unique history, noting the
small batch of artisan malts, locally grown,
different varieties originating from Poland,
and work closely with the farmers, who are
Russia and Sweden.
also passionate about craft beer and spirits.
There is such a large range of AustralianWe also use 100% cane sugar grown and
made gin on the market, so we thought
produced in Harwood, New South Wales.
vodka deserves some of the limelight, given its
We operate as a "dry distillery", where
versatility and unique characteristics.
we store any liquid wastes, which are then
Are there plans to expand your artisan
tested and used as irrigation where we work
range in the future?
with local farmers. We have a sustainability
We are currently working on a gin range
focus, which we continue to improve in all
with a unique blend of botanicals, which you
aspects of our business through our supply

will see soon on the shelf, to be followed
by our spiced rum, which is already in high
demand.
There is a lot of work that goes into the
bottle that you see on the shelf, which has
certainly given us a new appreciation for
handcrafted artisan distilleries and breweries!
From paddock to bottle, it truly is a journey,
with passion being the key ingredient
You pushed back your very first batch of
vodka and put it to good use, helping out
our local region by turning it into hand
sanitiser. Was that hard giving up your
first batch?
It was an obvious decision for us to switch
the first few batches of alcohol to sanitiser
to assist local businesses and individuals in
the fight against COVID, when the calls for
help started to come in. We then became a
registered COVID-19 Emergency Supplier in
New South Wales. We received a lot of positive
feedback from local businesses who continue
to use our sanitiser, which helps them comply
with mandatory COVID regulations.
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Local businesses, along with some big
name businesses, have come knocking
on your door seeking out your product,
proving Aussies are pulling together
supporting locals. How has your
business been received by the region so
far?
We have received a lot of support from
the local and wider community, as Chris is
from the South Coast of New South Wales
and I am from country Victoria, just outside
of Ballarat. Many businesses are extremely
supportive of us and want to collaborate
on exciting projects, which is terrific for the
community and local economy.
We had a local product launch at Anchors
Kitchen and Bar Restaurant in Woolgoolga,
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with plans for bigger
things to come. What's
This year in
the vision for the
particular, with
future of the business?
COVID-19, has seen a lot
We are working with
of Aussie businesses
the local Council to allow
banding together and
tours of the distillery.
supporting small
People are interested in
business and Australian
how a distillery works
producers.
- and particularly one
that’s located in such
a beautiful part of the
which was a sellout!
world!
Diners compared the chef's menu, the
We are starting to see Critters Vodka on
Critters vodka-based cocktails and service to
the shelf in boutique bars and restaurants
something they would typically experience in
across Australia, which is super exciting,
Sydney. It was a huge success, and there are
given we only launched the product less than
already plans for another. Watch this space.
three months ago.
Local liquor stores, bars and restaurants
There is an emerging craft beer and spirits
are all extremely supportive. Ritchies IGA
culture within the Mid North Coast region,
Liquor in Boambee sold the first case of
which is attracting more visitors to the area
Critters vodka within 48 hours of it being
- further boosting our local economy and
placed on the shelf! This year in particular,
supporting locals.
with COVID-19, has seen a lot of Aussie
We have recently employed a Critters Rep,
businesses banding together and supporting
Bec, who is based in Wodonga in Victoria.
small business and Australian producers.
She is a real asset to the Critters family,
Craft spirits and beers are on the rise in
already receiving glowing reviews from
Australia, giving such a variety to craft lovers! our customers - who can’t get enough of
At the moment you're only wholesalers,
Woopie’s first handcrafted vodka.
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We have also had quite a lot of interest
internationally, including from European
and South American buyers. Who knows ...
you may see Critters handcrafted vodka in
Belgium! We have entered our vodka in the
World Drink Award, which are held in the
U.K. and to be announced next year (fingers
crossed!)
For any novice vodka drinkers - tell us
how best to enjoy it.
To appreciate the true quality of a craft
spirit, it’s best enjoyed
neat or over ice.
Critters vodka is
To appreciate
considered smooth,
the true quality
clean, with citrus
notes. Drinking it
of a craft spirit, it’s
texture and luminescence
neat allows you to
best enjoyed neat or
(i.e. thick and creamy
appreciate the quality
texture). A good vodka
over ice. Critters
of the spirit.
shouldn’t burn your
vodka is considered
There are three
palate and should taste
smooth, clean, with
senses involved in
soft.
citrus notes.
tasting vodka: smell,
Depending on your
sight, and taste.
palate, whether it's sweet
This is also another
or dry, the spirit's clear,
reason we chose the angler fish on our logo,
clean taste pairs well with any flavour. Vodka
which relies on its key senses for survival
is featured in thousands of cocktail recipes.
at 2,000 metres within the ocean depths.
There’s a vodka cocktail for every drinker and
You can start by smelling the vodka when
every occasion.
it's in your glass. A good vodka will have a
The classic vodka, soda and lime is a
creamy, sweet or grainy odour, and not a
favourite, whilst those with a sweet tooth
strong odour of ethyl spirits. When you hold
prefer it with lemonade. A Moscow mule is
the vodka in the glass, it should have clarity,
a favourite of ours (one-part Critters vodka,

one-part lime, topped with ginger beer on
ice and stirred) and is very refreshing as we
approach summer. A great bloody Mary
always helps on a Sunday morning.
You can be your own judge and line up a
few different vodkas, where you can taste
them alongside others. There is also the
discussion on whether to store the vodka in
the freezer. There is a lot of literature, history
and opinion on this topic, and our preference
is not to; however, you be the judge.
Interestingly, we have also started to see
a trend in chefs utilising the unique flavour
of our vodka, incorporating it into fine
dining dishes such as a "vodka foam". For
those who prefer Italian-American cuisine,
the vodka sauce made from tomato sauce,
vodka, Italian herbs and heavy cream is a key
ingredient in the penne alla vodka dish.
Vodka is such a versatile spirit - it is one of
the oldest spirits ever produced. An article
compiled by National Geographic quoted
"alcohol isn’t just a mind-altering drink: it has
been a prime mover of human culture from
the beginning, fuelling the development of
arts, language and religion".
You can find more details on our website
or socials, including where to buy and drink
Critters vodka.
Thanks Nicola.
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